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pluto

i decided to place an absolutely common object in the collectors garden that anyone could expect there: 
a doghouse scaled to 4,5 meters height and a food bowl weighing 570kg. the doghouse sits an a concrete base and 

is called PLUTO after the famous comic figure and ironically the smallest planet in the solar system. 

media_concrete food bowl, wood, plaster, concrete foundation, acrylic and wood colour
measure_450 x 250 x 350 cm

date_GautinG near municH 11_2003
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a tree on a treetree

This sculpture was built upon a collection asked me to create a site specific work for the garden. As I found out the house has been built 
after exact plans of the original thomas mann villa which has been left and destroyed after 1932. the city of munich wanted the new 

owner to rebuilt the new house just after the original thomas mann villa. the tree is therefore hand made and growing out of his own an-
other tree which is an upside down copy of the original tree.

material_fiberglass Gfk, steel, concrete base
measures_900 x 250 x 250 cm

date_thomas-mann-villa / mdasH foundation, münchen_6/2006



a tree on a treetree

media_fibreglass plastics, steel, foundation
measure_900 x 250 x 250 cm

date_tHomas-mann-villa municH 5_2006
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if you hit me i hit you twice

a highway barrier is crashed with the help of a (aprox. 30 tons) strong hydraulic press.
later in the process, the barrier is sanded, galvanized and 

sprayed in the original ferarri “rosso corsa” c300 colour code.

media_crash barrier, original ferrari lacquer varnish
measure_80 x 425 x 50 cm

date_date_roundabout public sculpture, deisslingen_9/2013



if you hit me, i hit you twice

material_highway barrier, original ferrari varnish, steel 
measures_380 x 550 x 650 cm

date_roundabout public sculpture, deisslingen_9/2013
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pinocchio

The installation is hanging from the ceiling in the 3rd floor throughout the entire staircase. 
leds are mounted inside the structure, shining through convex lenses.

these lenses focus the light into a tight angle, making the light more powerful.
the light installation can be programmed by iphone or any web browser.

material_2304 leds, 2304 optical lenses, pci controller, powder coated aluminium
measures_650 x 52 x 52 cm

date_installation in villa HÖfels, potsdam_5/2010
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auf den spuren der alten meister
on tHe patH of tHe old masters

On the site of Bezirkssportanlage Barta decided to spread footprints into the concrete walkways. They work like a sports Memorial and refer to peak per-
formance of top athletes in the disciplines of 100 meters, long jump, high jump, hammer, discus, javelin, football and basketball. In contrast to photographic 

and video documentation of sporting events that are directed to the eye, the present footprints become a physically tangible challenge. For those who 
stand in front of the jump step of a long jumper, who jumps approximately nine meters, the distance becomes unreachable, yet almost surreal.  The best 
sprinters run the 100-meter distance in about less than 10 seconds and need around 45 steps with 2,5 meter each. The sequence of a hammer thrower 

looks in concrete as the complex choreography of a dancer. Barta didn‘t limit himself to the realization of Records and achievements of professional athle-
tes, but he also points out the impossible and miraculous: The selected footprints size gives the impression that children would have done those maximum 

performances. 

concrete plates 40 x 40  x 8cm 
with inlays of street marking material in the shape of footprints (142 pcs.) 

size of the footprints are shoe size 32 (EU) or 20,1 cm
inside the building footprints made in kautchuk rubber
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